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2Hardware Trojan

• Malicious insertion or modification of circuits

– Information leakage

– Malfunction

– Destruction

• Design & manufacturing stages

– Outsourcing increases

– Threat of Trojan insertion increases
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3Hardware Trojan: example
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4Countermeasures

into combinational and sequential types. Analog Trojans
include attacks on process steps that compromise reliability of
all or select chips. These Trojans, referred to as reliability
trojans by some researchers, may cause accelerated aging of
the devices [27]. The reduction in reliability is caused by
acceleration of the wearing out mechanisms for complemen-
tary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) transistors, such
as negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) or hot
carrier injection (HCI). Selective malicious changes in
the manufacturing process, such as variation in nitrate
concentration in the gate oxide layer or the temperature
used during the nitrate layering process [27] can result in
creation of infected ICs with a much shorter lifetime. What
makes it challenging to detect such tampering is that it can
be local to a particular functional circuit block or even to a
small section of a block that can potentially evade standard
postfabrication reliability characterization steps.

In terms of the payload, the Trojan can cause functional
failure upon triggering or have a passive effect such as
heating of the die or leaking of information. A Trojan can
cause an ‘‘information leakage’’ attack, where secret
information is leaked by a Trojan via a transmitted radio
signal or serial data port interface such as the RS-232-C
port. It could also involve a side-channel attack where the
information is leaked through the power trace [19] or
through thermal radiation or through optical modulation
of an output light-emitting diode (LED) [28]. Another type
of Trojan payload would be unauthorized alteration in
system behavior, e.g., a denial-of-service (DoS) attack,
which causes a system’s functionality to be unavailable.

Other parameters used to define and compare different
Trojans include the hardware overhead and activation
probability [5]. The area and power overhead relative to
the design in which the Trojan is inserted has to be an
undetectable fraction, in order to evade detection by
obvious means [29]. One can reuse existing logic and
unused states in existing finite state machines (FSMs) to
reduce the overhead. Moreover, the layout of complex ICs
typically contains unused space which can be used for
inserting extra gates without affecting the die footprint.

The activation probability is also a tradeoff between
avoiding detection and malicious impact.

III . COUNTERMEASURES

A. Challenges
Conventional postmanufacturing tests using functional/

structural/random patterns perform poorly to reliably detect
hardware Trojans. This is because manufacturing test
generation and application attempt to detect defects or
unacceptable variations in device parameters that cause
deviation from functional or parametric specifications. They
do not identify additional functionalities due to a Trojan or
deviation in circuit behavior triggered by arbitrary rare
events. There are several important challenges with respect
to reliable detection of Trojans using a post-silicon test/
validation process. First, an adversary can exploit inordi-
nately large number of Trojan instances of varying forms
and sizes [30]. These Trojans vary widely in structural and
functional properties including trigger conditions and
payloads, which makes it difficult to develop a logical
model of Trojans. The number of possible Trojan instances
has a combinatorial dependence on the number of circuit
nodes. As an example, even with the assumption of
maximum of four trigger nodes and a single payload, a
relatively small ISCAS-85 benchmark circuit c880 with 451
gates can have !109 triggers and !1011 distinct Trojan
instances, respectively [8]. Thus, it is not practical to
enumerate all possible Trojan instances to generate test
patterns or compute test coverage. Second, due to their
stealthy nature, activating arbitrary Trojan instances and
observing their effects can be extremely challenging. Hence,
deterministic and exhaustive testing approaches appear
infeasible. Third, with respect to observing Trojan effects in
physical parameters, e.g., delay and supply current, process
and measurement noise pose a major challenge. In
particular, increasing process variations in advanced tech-
nologies can mask minuscule Trojan effects in a physical
parameter.

Fig. 5. Overview of different protection approaches against hardware Trojan attacks.
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5This Work

• Study how variations affect Trojan detection
– Evaluation of effect of random variation

– New Trojan detection method
• ANP : arbitrary neighboring test pattern pair comparison

test pattern t1 test pattern t2

activated region activated region

power power

Comparison of power values from neighboring regions in the same chip
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6Side channel analysis based detection

• Trojan can be detected if it is partially activated
• Effects by Trojan and process variation should be 

distinguished 
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7Power side-channel analysis and variations

• Case : Apply the same pattern to DUT and golden IC
Trojan is detected if there is enough power difference 

– Various sources of variation
• Leak power – inter-die
• Dynamic power – inter-die, intra-die-systematic, intra-die-random

– How to ensure golden IC
• Reverse engineering 

t1 t1
Golden ICDUT (Device under Test)
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8Related Works

• Segmentation 
• Self-referencing 
• Neighboring region comparison

leak power

dynamic power

[4]  F. Hossain et al., “Detecting hardware Trojans without a golden IC through clock-tree defined circuit partitions,” ETS2017.
[5]  F. Hossain et al, “Intra-die-variation-aware side channel analysis for hardware Trojan detection,” ATS2017.
[8]  M. Banga et al., “A region based approach for the identification of hardware Trojans,” HOST2008.
[9]  F. Hossain et al., “An effective and sensitive scan segmentation technique for detecting hardware Trojan,” IEICE Trans, 2017.
[10] Y. Zheng et al., “SeMIA: Self-similarity-based IC integrity analysis,” TCAD, 2015.
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9Related Works

• Segmentation
– Activate restricted region

• Diminish the effect variation of dynamic power 

dynamic power dynamic power

leak power leak power
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10Related Works

• Self-referencing
– Compare power values from the same chip

• Eliminate the effect of inter-die variation for leak and dynamic power

leak power

dynamic power dynamic power

leak power

Chip A Chip A
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11Related Works

• Neighboring region comparison
– Compare power values from neighboring regions of the same chip

• Diminish the effect of inter-die systematic variation

dynamic power dynamic power

leak power leak power

Chip A Chip A
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12EP & EPN [4,5]

• Equal Power Pattern (EP) & EP Neighboring (EPN)
– Test pattern pair

• Similar power values in simulation

– Test patterns for transition faults
• More cells are toggled with less patterns

– Clock tree based segmentation
• Segmentation by clock buffer gating

– Did not address random variation

[4] F.S. Hossain, et al., “Detecting hardware Trojans without a golden IC through clock- tree defined circuit partitions,” ETS2017. 
[5] F.S. Hossain et al., “Intra-die-variation-aware side channel analysis for hardware Trojan detection,” ATS2017. 
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13EPN

• Neighboring region comparison
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14This Work

• Study how variations affect Trojan detection
– Evaluation of effect of random variation

– New Trojan detection method
• ANP : arbitrary neighboring test pattern pair comparison

test pattern t1 test pattern t2

activated region activated region

power power

Comparison of power values from neighboring regions from the same chip
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15Random Variation Effect

• Random variation affects dynamic power
– Delays are affected randomly
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16Evaluation of Random Variation Effect

• Annotate delays to cells
– Normal distribution with !/# = 1, 2.5, 5%

• Apply timing and power simulation
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17Benchmark Circuits

• Monte Carlo Simulation with 1,000 circuits 

circuit FFs cells segments test 
patterns

s35932 1,728 3,132 10 433

s38417 1,564 3,455 10 1,000

s38584 1,172 3,982 7 260
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18Dynamic Power Distributions

Pattern 8, Segment 7, s35932 Pattern 5, Segment 8, s35932

Pattern 2, Segment 7, s35932 Pattern 0, Segment 9, s35932
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19Best Fit Distributions

• Different test patterns follow different distributions
Timing 
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Fig. 2. Monte Carlo simulation process.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of test patterns for segment S1 of s35932 circuit.

are differently affected by random process variation, and we
could not find any unified distribution to model dynamic power
variation.

IV. PROPOSED ANP METHOD

Motivated by the analysis, we propose an HT detection
method ANP to detect HT in the presence of random process
variation. The proposed ANP compares all possible combi-
nations of test patterns in neighboring segments. In addition,
to derive the detection threshold, we again use Monte Carlo
simulation that we developed for preliminary analysis in
Section III.

A. Comparison of Arbitrary Test Pattern Pair

Comparison between the arbitrary test pattern pairs is useful
in random variation since a comparison between a test pattern
which is less affected by random variation and a test pattern
which activates (a part of) HT has a higher chance of detection
of the HT. Fig. 4 illustrates this concept.

Let ti, tj , and tk be test patterns applied in some neigh-
boring segments and Pm(Ri), Pm(Rj) and, Pm(Rk) be the
corresponding measured powers, respectively. Here, ti and
tj have equal nominal power values while tk hasdifferent
value. Also, the dynamic power variations for ti, tj , and tk
are medium, large, and small, respectively, as illustrated in
Fig. 4(a) for ti and tj and Fig. 4(c) for ti and tk. Assume that
a test pattern ti activates an HT.

For the equal power pair ti and tj , their acceptable differ-
ence is also shown in Fig. 4(a). If HT shifts the power of ti as
shown in Fig. 4(b), we can detect HT by comparing measured
power values. However, for the HT to be detected, a large
power shift is required.

On the other hand, in case of a test pattern pair ti and
tk, now tk has a small variation with different nominal power.
Their acceptable measured power difference shown in Fig. 4(c)
is smaller compared to a pair of ti and tj . Hence to detect the
HT, it is enough to shift power as shown in the Fig. 4(d).

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF TEST PATTERN DISTRIBUTION DUE TO RANDOM VARIATION

List of
distributions

2.5% random variation 5% random variation
s35932 s38417 s38584 s35932 s38417 s38584

Normal 1152 3017 996 353 1646 610
Log normal 127 379 36 160 501 72

Beta 397 1294 197 1350 1799 354
Alpha 373 923 67 184 1146 89

Power log normal 599 1148 127 789 1514 182
Power normal 529 842 175 1106 932 220

Triangular 70 218 22 7 286 31
Log Laplace 0 0 0 0 0 0
Log gamma 690 1362 123 248 1175 151
Gumbel r 393 817 77 133 1001 111
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Fig. 4. The concept of ANP in random process variation perspective.

The above observation implies that the arbitrary test pattern
pair comparison provides a higher possibility to detect smaller
HT than the case where comparison is restricted among test
patterns with equal nominal power values.

B. Method

For improving the HT detection sensitivity under large
random process variation, we propose ANP enhances the
probability of detecting small HT successfully. To develop the
ANP method, we assume that the electronic design automation
(EDA) flow is trusted but the fabrication of chip at the foundry
is untrusted. The overview of the proposed ANP method is
illustrated in Fig. 5. The ANP has two major parts; the design
phase and the detection phase.

1) Design Phase: In the design phase, there are three parts;
clock tree based circuit partitioning, test pattern generation and
Monte Carlo simulation. For a given circuit with the layout
information, a clock tree-based circuit partitioning and a test
pattern generation are applied. In our method, we adopt only
the first step of the clock-tree based partitioning [4] and we
does not require FF shifting, since ANP compares the arbitrary
test pattern pairs and does not need to unify dynamic powers

Best fit distribution

(Kolmogorov-Smirnov test)
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20Power Distribution of Test Pattern

• P : Measured power

! = 1 + %&'()* + %&'(*+_-.- + %&'(*+_*+' !'/0&'+1_2.'+0&3
+ (1 + 5&'()*)!'/0&'+1_1)+7+8)

0 0 0 0nominal

Technology dependent

Design + technology dependent
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21ANP: Trojan Detection

• Compare measured values for arbitrary test pattern pair
– "#, "#$ : 2 measured power values
– "#$ − "# > "'()$ − "'*+ + safety margin

Trojan is detected

"#$"#

nominal nominal

"'()$
"'*+

Trojan
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22Experiment Setup

• Setup
– Benchmark Circuit

• s35932, s38417, s38584
– Segmentation by EP method
– Extract Trojans from Trust-Hub

• T1 : 4 NOR, 3 AND, 8 OR
• T2 : 23 AND, 1 NOT, 2 D-FF

– Insert Trojans to each segment
• Choose signals using SCOAP values

s1 s2 s3
s4 s5 s6
s7 s8 s9

Segmented circuit

HT 
S1-T1 S2-T1 S3-T1 S9-T1

100 Samples 100 Samples 100 Samples 100 Samples 

Monte Carlo 
simulation with 

variation
Monte Carlo 

simulation with 
variation

Monte Carlo 
simulation with 

variation
Monte Carlo 

simulation with 
variation

insertion

HT

T1trigger payload
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23Experiments

• Obtain 100 power values 
from MC simulation

s1 s2 s3
s4 s5 s6
s7 s8 s9

Segmented circuit

HT 
S1-T1 S2-T1 S3-T1 S9-T1

100 Samples 100 Samples 100 Samples 100 Samples 

Monte Carlo 
simulation with 

variation
Monte Carlo 

simulation with 
variation

Monte Carlo 
simulation with 

variation
Monte Carlo 

simulation with 
variation

insertion

HT

! = 1 + %&'()* + %&'(*+_-.- + %&'(*+_*+'
× !'01&'+2_3.'+1&4
+ (1 + 6&'()*)!'01&'+2_2)+8+9)

%&'()*, %&'(*+_-.-: normal distribution 
%&'(*+_*+': MC simulation (;/= = 1, 2.5, 5%)
6&'()* : no need of consideration
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24Detectability 

• # of circuits in which Trojan is detected
Cases where ANP detect more Trojan

TABLE III
HT-TO-CIRCUIT RATIO (%)

HT circuit
s35932 s38417 s38584

T1 0.073 0.080 0.094
T2 0.341 0.368 0.429

another. Hence, the detection threshold will have two possible
cases.
Case 1 : Pnom Dy(Ri) ≥ Pnom Dy(Rj)

Pm(Ri)− Pm(Rj)

+ βMean(Pnom Dy(Ri), Pnom Dy(Rj))

≤ (1 + αi,ran max)Pnom Dy(Ri)

− (1 + αj,ran min)Pnom Dy(Rj)

+ αinter(Pnom Dy(Ri)− Pnom Dy(Rj))

+ (αi,j,intra sys + β)Mean(Pnom Dy(Ri), Pnom Dy(Rj))

= TH(i, j)

Case 2 : Pnom Dy(Ri) ≤ Pnom Dy(Rj)

Pm(Ri)− Pm(Rj)

+ βMean(Pnom Dy(Ri), Pnom Dy(Rj))

≤ (1 + αi,ran max)Pnom Dy(Ri)

− (1 + αj,ran min)Pnom Dy(Rj)

− αinter(Pnom Dy(Ri)− Pnom Dy(Rj))

+ (αi,j,intra sys + β)Mean(Pnom Dy(Ri), Pnom Dy(Rj))

= TH(i, j)

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Our proposed ANP is evaluated for the benchmark circuits
shown in Table I. In our experiment, we utilize two HT T1
(s38417-T200) and T2 (s15850-T100) which are extracted
from Trust-Hub [13], [14]. Here, T1 is a combinational HT
that consists of 11 elements (4 NOR gates, 3 AND gates, and
8 OR gates) and T2 is a sequential HT which consists of 26
elements (23 AND gates, 2 D-FFs, and 1 inverter). Table III
shows the HT-to-circuit ratios for these HTs.

The HTs are inserted in each segment of a circuit, that
is, we inserted HT in s ways if the circuit has s segments.
Let Sq-T1 and Sq-T2 denote the HTs inserted in segment Sq,
respectively. Fig. 6 shows the HT insertion scenario in each
segment of a circuit. The HT inputs are connected with signals
that meet the rare trigger condition of the HT (e.g., if HT is
triggered with input signals of 1, the HT is connected with
signals with low 1-controllability.) We use SCOAP (Sandia
controllability/observability analysis program) [15] value for
this purpose. After inserting HT in each segment of a circuit,
100 sample circuits are created for Monte Carlo simulation for
each of n% (1%, 2.5%, and 5%) relative standard deviation for
cell delay. For the sake of fair comparison between EPN [5]
and ANP, we use the same number of segments and the test
pattern sets as shown in Table I.

We injected inter-die, intra-die systematic, and random
variation for each sample circuit as follows, and obtained

s1 s2 s3
s4 s5 s6
s7 s8 s9

Segmented circuit

HT 
S1-T1 S2-T1 S3-T1 S9-T1

100 Samples 100 Samples 100 Samples 100 Samples 

Monte Carlo 
simulation with 

variation
Monte Carlo 

simulation with 
variation

Monte Carlo 
simulation with 

variation
Monte Carlo 

simulation with 
variation

insertion

HT

Fig. 6. HT insertion scenario in each segment of circuit.

TABLE IV
CASE: ANP SHOWS HIGHER DETECTABILITY (%)

circuit HT 1% random 2.5% random 5% random
EPN ANP EPN ANP EPN ANP

s35932
S1-T2 100 100 78 99 12 16
S3-T2 100 100 72 100 12 65
S8-T2 100 100 75 100 13 95

s38417
S6-T2 2 25 0 18 0 18
S10-T2 100 100 100 100 86 94
S10-T1 33 100 0 3 0 0

s38584 S5-T2 80 85 78 82 10 50
S7-T1 0 3 0 0 0 0

measured power values through logic and power simulation.
We consider the inter-die relative standard delay deviation
σinter as 5%. The standard deviation of intra-die correlated
factor σi,j,intra sys is set to 0.135% when selecting two
patterns from neighboring segments, while it is set as 0%
when selecting them from the same segment. In addition, a
safety margin β is taken as 10%. The worst-case deviation
factors due to random deviation are obtained by Monte Carlo
simulation with 1,000 HT-free samples for each test pattern
with n% (n=1, 2.5, and 5) relative standard deviation for cell
delays. A detectability is evaluated as a ratio of the HT inserted
circuits in which some measured power difference exceeds its
detection threshold, that is, the HT is detected.

Table IV shows the cases where ANP achieves higher
detectability than EPN. For some HTs (S3-T2 and S8-T2
in s35932, S5-T2 in s38584), ANP achieves relative high
detectability for high random variation, while detectability
drastically decreases as random variation increases in EPN.
Table V shows the cases where ANP shows lower detectability,
and EPN shows slightly higher detectability.

Finally, the comparisons of the HT detectability between
the ANP and EPN for all the segments are given as shown in
Fig. 7 for HTs T2 and T1, respectively. In the figure, the x-
axis represents the HT detectability in reverse order, i.e., 100%
to 0%, and the y-axis represents the cumulative counts of the
detected HTs for three benchmark circuits (s35932, s38417,
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25Detectability (all segments)

• ANP detects more Trojans than EPN
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Fig. 7. Detectability comparison between EPN and ANP method.

TABLE V
CASE: ANP SHOWS LOWER DETECTABILITY (%)

circuit HT 1% random 2.5% random 5% random
EPN ANP EPN ANP EPN ANP

s35932 S4-T2 80 77 51 18 4 2
S10-T2 93 93 42 20 20 5

s38417 S8-T2 18 12 0 2 0 2
S9-T2 24 10 0 0 0 0

s38584). For T2, ANP achieves high detectability for most
segments at 1% relative standard deviation for random delays
while EPN has lower detectability as random process variation
increases. Though T1 has low detectability for both ANP and
EPN, ANP can detect more HTs in some cases (s38417, 1%
relative standard deviation for random delays).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a self-referenced based ran-
dom process variation aware HT detection technique through
power-based side-channel analysis. We introduced a concept
of arbitrary neighboring test pattern pair comparison and
proposed an HT detection method ANP to enhance HT detec-
tion sensitivity in presence of elevated random variation. HT

detection condition for arbitrary test pattern pair comparison
was also developed in this paper. Finally, comparisons between
ANP and the previous method EPN showed that our ANP can
detect small size HT more effectively than EPN even in the
presence of an elevated level of random process variation. It
is noted that the proposed ANP slightly modifies the original
circuit so that some of clock buffers can be gated. This is a
different point from EPN, where the connection of FFs and
clock tree is adjusted to enhance HT detectability. Since ANP
does not change the original layout, it has minimal impact to
the circuit performance.
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Fig. 7. Detectability comparison between EPN and ANP method.

TABLE V
CASE: ANP SHOWS LOWER DETECTABILITY (%)

circuit HT 1% random 2.5% random 5% random
EPN ANP EPN ANP EPN ANP

s35932 S4-T2 80 77 51 18 4 2
S10-T2 93 93 42 20 20 5

s38417 S8-T2 18 12 0 2 0 2
S9-T2 24 10 0 0 0 0

s38584). For T2, ANP achieves high detectability for most
segments at 1% relative standard deviation for random delays
while EPN has lower detectability as random process variation
increases. Though T1 has low detectability for both ANP and
EPN, ANP can detect more HTs in some cases (s38417, 1%
relative standard deviation for random delays).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a self-referenced based ran-
dom process variation aware HT detection technique through
power-based side-channel analysis. We introduced a concept
of arbitrary neighboring test pattern pair comparison and
proposed an HT detection method ANP to enhance HT detec-
tion sensitivity in presence of elevated random variation. HT

detection condition for arbitrary test pattern pair comparison
was also developed in this paper. Finally, comparisons between
ANP and the previous method EPN showed that our ANP can
detect small size HT more effectively than EPN even in the
presence of an elevated level of random process variation. It
is noted that the proposed ANP slightly modifies the original
circuit so that some of clock buffers can be gated. This is a
different point from EPN, where the connection of FFs and
clock tree is adjusted to enhance HT detectability. Since ANP
does not change the original layout, it has minimal impact to
the circuit performance.
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26Conclusions

• Study how variations affect Trojan detection
– Evaluation of effect of random variation

• Different test patterns follow different distributions
– New Trojan detection method

• ANP : arbitrary neighboring test pattern pair comparison
• ANP can detect more Trojans than EPN


